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1. Introduction
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sums, using data of finer granularity than that available to the current L1Calo JEP 51 

subsystem; 52 

• the global Feature Extractor (gFEX [6]), comprising one gFEX module, which identifies 53 

calorimeter trigger features requiring the complete calorimeter data. 54 

 55 

Figure 1. ATLAS Level-1 Calorimeter Trigger Phase-I Upgrade [7] 56 

In addition to these, the Phase-I upgrade of L1Calo includes the Tile Rear Extension 57 

(TREX) to the Pre-Processor (PPr) subsystem, which digitizes Tile data and transmits them to 58 

the FEXs optically, the Fibre Optical Exchange (FOX), and the FEX Test Module (FTM), 59 

which facilitates the testing of FEX modules before system-level commissioning.  60 

Apart from the small number of PPr modules that digitize Tile data for the FEXs, the 61 

current L1Calo system, comprising the Pre-Processor, Jet Energy Processor (JEP) and Cluster 62 

Processor (CP), will be decommissioned after the Phase-I Upgrade is fully commissioned.  63 

1.2 Trigger algorithms and performance 64 

In the current L1Calo system, the CP processes data from the calorimeters and identifies 65 

energy deposits characteristic of isolated e/γ and � particles, using Trigger Towers of typical 66 

granularity of 0.1 × 0.1 (η × φ). The eFEX performs this same function using higher granularity 67 

data from the Liquid Argon (LAr) electromagnetic calorimeter. For each LAr Trigger Tower, 68 

the eFEX receives data from 10 ‘supercells’ in four layers, as shown in Figure 2.  69 

 70 

Figure 2. eFEX trigger algorithms [8] 71 

Image from [1]

▶ As the luminosity is increased for Run-3, controlling trigger rates while keeping the
physics signal efficiency high is a priority at the ATLAS experiment

▶ A new system of feature extractor modules will be added to the L1Calo system for
Run-3, including the electromagnetic feature extractor (eFEX), whose function is to
identify e/𝛾 and 𝜏 candidates using data from the EM and hadronic calorimeters

▶ The eFEX will use higher granularity digital information from the LAr detector, to
produce more precise trigger objects, with new e/𝛾 algorithms to analyse shower
shapes and provide discrimination power from jet background

2. Motivation
▶ The ratio between the offline electron pT and trigger
object (TOB) ET is shown in the plot below, using a
Z → e+e− sample

▶ Ideally, this ratio would be constant throughout the [
region, and equal to 1

▶ A position-dependent calibration procedure is
presented for the electron object ET , following the
cluster reconstruction

▶ This calibration can substitute the currently applied
position dependent trigger energy thresholds
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4. Calibration Results
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no corrections
after corrections

▶ Applying the calibration to the Z → e+e− sample
improves the energy response, especially in the barrel
region (|[ | < 1.475)

3. Calibration
▶ New trigger tower configuration (see figure below) allows
corrections to be added to the ET summation

▶ Formula for calibration strategy, inspired by [2]:

ET ,cluster= a · ET ,PS + b · ET ,1 + c · ET ,2 + ET ,3

▶ Using 100k Z → e+e− events, performed minimisation to extract
parameters a, b and c in |[ | bins with width 0.1 by minimising
(ET ,cluster−poffT )2

𝜎2
off

▶ Pre-sampler layer exists only in |[ | < 1.8 region

▶ Parameters a, b and c estimated with
resolution 1/128, to emulate the
resolution available at the
hardware-level
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Figure 19: System Architecture during Run 3. New components are shown in yellow / orange.

Prior to LS2, the LAr and Tile calorimeter electronics provide analogue data which are
digitised in the PPMs. During Run 3 the digitised LAr calorimeter data are provided to
L1Calo by the DPS. For each tower of 0.1×0.1, L1Calo receives ten samples derived from
longitudinal segments and transverse sums of groups of calorimeter cells, each sum forming
a SuperCell (see Figure 20). Analogue Tile calorimeter data are digitised in an upgraded PPM,
using the nMCM fitted in LS1. A new PPM LVDS Cable Driver (LCD) daughter card outputs
these data at 960 Mbaud (800 Mb/s payload), twice the current rate. Since there is now no
summation of digital tower data, Bunch-Crossing Multiplexing (BCMuX) can be used to halve
the required transmission bandwidth. Together, these allow an increase in the granularity of
the hadronic data transmitted, to towers of 0.1×0.1. These hadronic data are received on the
JEMs, by new daughter cards which output copies of the data optically, for the eFEX and jFEX
subsystems.

Figure 20: The trigger granularity from each 0.1×0.1 trigger tower after the upgrade of the LAr
Calorimeter electronics. Ten ET values are provided from “1-4-4-1” longitudinal/transverse samples,
each forming a SuperCell.

The FEX subsystems require a large proportion of their input to be duplicated. Most of the
duplication is performed by the DPS before transmission to the FEXs via an optical plant. The
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Image from [3]

5. Efficiency
▶ To test the effect of the calibration, efficiency turn-on curves are
obtained for calibrated/uncalibrated electrons, at thresholds
giving the same background rate

▶ Rates are calculated using 100k Z → e+e− and 1M dijet
background events, normalising the rates to the cross section for
each sample

▶ Calibration gives sharper turn-on curve
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 > 22 GeVTE
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